Solving systems of fuzzy relation equations is an important topic in fuzzy set theory. This paper studies the composite interval-valued fuzzy relation equations. After analyzing the properties of its solution set, we convert the fuzzy relation equations into a fuzzy relation inequality system and propose an e cient computational procedure to generate the whole solution set. Examples are included to illustrate the idea and algorithm.
From the algorithm procedure presented in section 4 and the examples in this section, we can nd out it is easy to solve interval valued fuzzy relation equations by using fuzzy relation inequality system (8).
The computation complexity of this algorithm is as same as that of the more commonly used algorithm 5] for fuzzy relation equations (1) . So, the problem is more complicated than constant fuzzy relation equations, but the computation complexity of algorithm is the same. Of course, because of the non-convex characteristic of solution set of problem (2) , it is not a polynomial-time algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a computational procedure to generate the whole solution set of a system of interval valued fuzzy relation equations. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is to change the interval valued fuzzy relation equations into a fuzzy relation inequality system. By nding the maximum solution rst, then the minimum ones, we can determine the whole solution set.
If x A ? b ? , continue. Otherwise, stop! M(X(A I ; b I )) = ;.
Step 3:
Compute I j = fi 2 I j min(x i ; a ? ij ) b ? j g; 8j 2 J.
Step 4:
Generate according to (12).
Step 5: (Determine the minimum solutions For each f 2 , calculate F(f) according to (14) . Set N(X(A I ; b I )) = fF (f) j f 2 g.
Step 6: (Exclude non-minimum solutions) For x; x 0 2 N(X(A I ; b I )) with x x 0 , reset N(X(A I ; b I )) = N(X(A I ; b I ))nfx 0 g:
Step 7: 
Example
We computer the same examples proposed in 13]. From this way, we can easily nd out all minumun solutions of M(X(A I ; b I )) from F( ).
An Algorithm
In order to nd all solutions of interval valued fuzzy relation equations, Wang and Chang 13] proposed a direct computation procedure which checks a lot of index sets. Unfortunately, the amount of index set can be enormous when the size of the problem becomes large. Based on the theory we built in the previous section, here we propose an algorithm to nd all solutions by nding the maximum solution rst, then nd out the all minimum solutions.
Step Step 2: (Check Feasibility) Since the maximum solution can be obtained by (9), in order to determine M(X(A I ; b I )) completely, we can restrict ourselves to nd all minimum solutions. 
In this way, I j is an index set and f = (f 1 ; f 2 ; ; f n ) 2 
Then we see the relationship between M(X(A I ; b I )) and F( ) = fF (f) j f 2 g.
Theorem 4
Given that M(X(A I ; b I )) 6 = ;, According to 13], the solution set of problem (2) can be completely determined by one maximum solution and a nite number of minimum solutions when the solution set is not empty. So our objective is to nd out the maximum solution and its all minumun solutions of problem (2).
We de ne 
We denote its solution set by X(A I ; b I ) and show that the problem is closely related to our original problem (2).
Theorem 1
x is a solution of problem (2) Proof:
(i) Let x be a solution of (2) 
Solution structure and its properties
To further charaterize the solution set of problem (2) for computational purpose, we de ne the following fuzzy relation inequality system: 
Note that when A ? = A + ; b ? = b + , the system (2) becomes system (1). Wang and Chang 13] investigated the properties of the solution set of system (2) and proposed a direct computation method for solving system (2). Unfortunately, the direct computation method for generating all solutions of system (2) is not very e cient. In this paper, we re-examine the structure of the solution set of system (2) and design a new, e cient algorithm to generate the whole solution set.
Basic Concepts
In this paper, we let I = f1; 2; :::mg and J = f1; 2; :::; ng be index sets. Also de ne X = fx 2 R m j 0 x i 1; 8i 2 Ig and X(A; b) = fx 2 X j x A = bg which represents the solution set of system (1). For
